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Woven throughout this paper is the thread of family photography, that concentrates on 
the importance of photographs to both researchers and descendant communities and considers 
why historical collections of photographs should be integrated into cultural research within 
modern anthropology. The following quote from Photography's Beginnings appropriately 
captures much of the same sentiment: “From the beginning, photographs have been family 
treasures – heirlooms sure that amount to a bond of faith with future generations ... even without 
a personal connection to these pictures, we can feel a commonality of spirit and emotions with 
their subject. In a way, they are ancestors for us all” (Cameron 1989 67). Walk into any antique 
mall in the United States and more than likely you will find a booth selling old photographs, 
sometimes they are placed neatly into plastic sleeves or more often gathering dust in an old 
shoebox. A photograph of someone's mother and father, sister and brother, high school 
sweetheart, or best friend now being sold for fifty cents, but the subject matter often extends 
beyond typical western culture and experiences. How many more collections of historical 
photographs are tucked away and forgotten in a closet for decades? When all of this happens 
after a photographer has created an image that gets “buried in a descendant's attic, unrecognized. 
Do they matter? The answer, of course, is that the works matter very much, once they are 
unearthed and appreciated” (Cameron 1989 72). Keeping this in mind, there will be situations in 
which collections of photographs are rediscovered, and although each group holds different 
responsibilities, both researchers and descendant communities are united by a similar bond of 
faith.  
 

While not limited to the following characterization, the photographs of concern for this  
paper are typically from underrepresented communities and cultural groups, taken from the  
perspective of insiders, and that represent historical moments in time that might overlap with the  
established observations of anthropologists. However, these types of photographs are not always  
available and depend on two fundamental principles for their usefulness. First, communities and  
cultural groups must have had access to the technology that allowed the capture of photographs  
from their own perspective. Second and more importantly, anthropologist and other researchers  
must gain access to private photographs under ethical conditions. Given that historical 
photographs will not always be in the possession of the communities they represent, researchers 
have an ethical responsibility to reconnect descendant groups with the history and visual 
experiences recorded in the photographs of their ancestors. (Moses 2019) Like most formative 
arguments, specific examples come to mind that demonstrate the usefulness of private 
photography to anthropologist under the model of both situations, especially when applying 
borrowed theories, methodologies, and qualitative conventions.  
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My decision to write about photography resulted from a combination of opportunity and  
circumstance, both of which should be acknowledged. Credit goes first to Dr. Garrick Bailey, a 
senior faculty member of the anthropology department at the University of Tulsa, who provided  
the opportunity to work with an Osage photo album from his personal collection (Webb,  
Unpublished). It includes about forty historical documents—all of which are from the late 19th  
and early 20th centuries-consisting of professional and candid photographs, postcards, and one  
stand-alone birthday invitation. The original organization and assembly of the album has been  
attributed to Ruby Webb, an Osage woman from Hominy Oklahoma. Many of her family 
members that appear in photographs are listed on the 1906 Osage tribal roll, a documentary 
byproduct of the federal government's allotment of tribal lands. Credit goes second to my own 
circumstance and possession of a family album-one of many—arranged by my own great-
grandmother, Annie Allen (Allen, Unpublished). Our shared ancestors made their homestead in 
rural Creek County, building a farmhouse that has stood since the 1880s-well before the 
allotment of Muscogee- Creek Nation tribal lands—and remains continuously inhabited by 
family. She, like many members of my extended family today, remained active in the Yuchi 
community; more specifically, the Polecat stomp-grounds near Kellyville Oklahoma. The one 
album contains more than two-hundred photographs, letters, postcards, obituaries, and 
newspaper clippings, making it significantly larger than the first example. While covering 
essentially the same period of time as the Webb album, a portion of the photographs from my 
family's album extend into the early 1970s, creating documentation of cultural experience that 
spans generations. Because of these circumstances, I began with and still have more familiarity 
of my family's photo album than the one belonging to the Webb family.  
 

This paper attempts to answer several of my own questions, that I asked myself before  
beginning to work-in an academic capacity--with images from either collection. What should  
be done with the photographs? How should they be analyzed? And what responsibilities do I 
have to the images as a researcher? It supports another paper, Bonds of Historical Faith: The 
Importance of Family Photography to Researchers and Descendant Communities, in which I've 
considered the value of historical Native American photographs as an alternative to harmful 
cultural narratives, which can either confirm or contradict academic research that has occurred 
outside of communities entirely through the example of the Webb family photo album (Moses 
2019). Varying combinations of context and visual information available in photographs allow 
for the reconstruction of cultural experiences. Both family album examples come from 
individuals living in what is now the state of Oklahoma and, by their historical context, could be 
used to explore the complicated relationship between Native American groups and the federal 
government of the United States. This includes the allotment of tribal lands, transition to 
statehood, economic depression, and assimilation policies of the United States Federal 
Government. Alternatively, photography originating from within Native communities might be 
better suited to research that focuses on the adaptation and survival of Indigenous communities 
in the face of cultural change. By design, this paper establishes methodologies that will aid my 
consideration of historical and cultural relationships like those just mentioned through private 
family photography. We'll begin with an introduction to trends within visual anthropology, 
followed by a brief characterization of concerns for Native representation and cultural portrayals, 
a few strategies for photographic sampling, and finally the methodologies within visual 
anthropology and archeology that have been  
borrowed for this project.  
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Trends in Visual Anthropology  
 

Like the necessity of trowels and hand brushes to the practicing archeologist, the camera  
provided cultural anthropologist with methods of recording field observations independent from  
their pencils and notebooks. Visual anthropology might represent the most lasting and objective  
method of observation-focusing on the study and production of ethnographic photography, film,  
and other technological mediums—yet many arguments persist against the academic credibility 
of image-based research. Often resulting from months of field work and established 
relationships, photographs can be reviewed for missed details. Films can be rewound. In the 
introduction to 1975's Principles of Visual Anthropology, Margaret Mead famously wrote that 
“relying on words, anthropology became a science of words, and those who relied on words have 
been very unwilling to let their pupils use the new tools, while the neophytes have only too often 
slavishly followed the outmoded methods that their predecessors used” (Mead 1975 5). Nearly 
fifty years after her passing, Margaret Mead's impact within the field of anthropology remains 
almost unnecessary to state. Before visual anthropology had been seriously considered as a 
discipline, her work with fellow anthropologist Gregory Bateson, titled Balinese Character 
(1942), represented an excellent combination of analytical framework, original research, and 
included both photographs and written words.  
 

With the exception of Mead's introduction, the following section highlights--in order of  
publication—three resources within the sub-field of visual anthropology that center on  
methodologies of photographic research and analysis. While we will spend more time on some 
than others, each has been chosen based on the high frequency to which it seems to be 
referenced, hoping that the collection will be familiar to anthropologist that engage directly with 
photographs in both academic and professional contexts. First, John and Malcolm Collier's 
Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research Method, originally published in 1967. Second, 
Jon Prosser's contribution to Image Based Research: A Sourcebook for Qualitative Researchers,  
published in 1998. The most recent is Sarah Pink's Doing Visual Ethnography, published in 
2001, which criticized aspects of previous methodologies as objectifying how-to-manuals. While 
each example only addresses professional photography originating from the perspective of the 
academic, this paper will attempt to build upon their points and establish an academic baseline 
for the inclusion of private and family photography in cultural research.  
 

The textbook formalization of visual anthropology begins in 1967 with the publication of 
Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research Method, written primarily by John Collier Jr. 
with contributions from his son Malcolm. To a greater extent than the others referenced in this 
section, both seem permanently connected to the history of Native American studies in the 
United States, resulting from both their impact on visual anthropology and family heritage. John 
Collier Jr was named after his father, John Collier, who served as the commissioner of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs during the presidency of Franklin Roosevelt (Philp 1985 244). Within 
the bureaucracy of American government, John Collier Sr. had long opposed forced assimilation 
of Native Americans, repealed the DAWES Act ending the allotment of tribal lands, and during 
the presidency of FDR established mechanisms for their self-government. Provided this history, 
it seems appropriate to give the Colliers' work a central role.  
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Visual Anthropology had been based on John Collier Jr.'s experience working with 
Native American communities in the western United States. However, it was more concerned 
with “wholistic and accurate observation than any self-representation and non-Western 
perspectives occurring in those communities. Alluding to the observational bias that often-
accompanied visual anthropologist, the Colliers' connected photographic accuracy to the 
complexity of cultural circumstance, arguing that "an observer's capacity for rounded vision is 
certainly related to the degree of involvement with the environment” (Collier 1967 5). They 
viewed the ways in which the western photographer and subjects with limited technology 
interreacted with the environment very differently. The photographer had been "oriented to 
commanding nature by super-technology ... making it difficult to accomplish holistic 
understanding” while the subject often "lived in harmony with surrounding nature” (Collier 1967 
6). Hoping to avoid distorted observations based on these institutional and pre-conceived 
differences between the photographer and subject, the Colliers' established phases of visual field 
research that demonstrated practical applications for photography (Colliers 1967 15). The first 
phase required an ethnographic overview and descriptive study of the cultural environment being 
observed, while the second narrowed focus to specific evidence that related to goals of within 
research. At this point, the Colliers' recommended drawing preliminary conclusion, supported by 
photographic evidence that had been “abstracted in the same way as all other data, verbalized, 
translated into statistics, even computed electronically in order to become a genuine part of the 
fabric of scientific insight” (Colliers 1967 16). Stated quite bluntly, they argued the camera is not 
a research tool in modern anthropology” without the methodology of this process. (Colliers 1967 
16). While their model involved actively operating a camera, what should stop the same 
qualifications from being applied to preexisting collections of photographs from within 
communities?  
 

Jon Prosser, an innovative visual researcher and founder of the International Visual  
Sociology Association (IVSA), wrote in the introduction to Image-Based Research that “taken  
cumulatively, images are signifiers of a culture; taken individually, they are the artefacts that 
provide us with very particular information about our existence.” (Strosser 1997 1) 
Unfortunately, it seems that within anthropology and cultural research, either professional or 
private photographs are not given appropriate consideration. In another contribution to Image-
Based Research, Strosser listed six ethnographic texts published between 1984 and 1992 that he 
had arbitrarily pulled from a library shelf, three of which had no images and only one contained 
more than ten. (Strosser 1997 98). What was his conclusion for the reason? Anthropology and 
academic publishers favored qualitative research, while at the time image-based research 
included very little. As such, an analytical approach to historical photographs that includes 
qualitative methodologies might anticipate greater application among researchers within modern 
anthropology.  
 

Another problem with visual anthropology--at least in the earliest forms is its tendency to 
exclude the communities being observed. In her exploration of the use and potential of  
photography to ethnographic and social research, visual anthropologist Sarah Pink 
acknowledged the rightful criticisms of early research methods within the field. She recognized 
that some early literature had been "centered on how-to manuals of method and analysis ... (that) 
aim to distance, objectify and generalize, and therefore detract from the very qualities visual 
images offer ethnography" (Pink 2001 3). While the acknowledgement included other 
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publications, Pink specifically referenced Prosser's qualitative approach to visual methodologies 
and the Colliers' Visual Anthropology. In addition to these criticisms, she wrote on the 
limitations imposed by strict methodologies--although not always the case-both on academic 
possibilities and cultural representations. Very concisely, Pink wrote that “different and 
competing methodologies, linked to specific theoretical approaches co-exist in academic 
discourse” (Pink 2001 4). The relationship between conventional modes of academic 
representation and experienced realities of communities can be complementary, communicated 
in a range of textual and visual methods that support different types of ethnographic knowledge 
(Pink 2001 5) Essentially, there is no right-or-wrong approach to the incorporation of 
photography, other than a conservative limitation to existing methodologies.  
 

At no point did the Colliers, Strosser, or Pink apply their research or disciplinary 
concerns directly to private photography, but my arguments to include family albums in 
ethnographic research have been impacted by their work. Historical private photographs--
specifically those originating from contextual complete collections--represent experienced 
realities and add to wholistic understandings of culture and ethnographic knowledge. But if 
photographs utilized within visual anthropology are only produced from a camera held by 
western researchers, only analyzed within western institutions of higher learning, and result in 
conclusions founded only on western academic theories, how could they even begin to represent 
non-Western perspectives?  
 
Concerns of Representation and Cultural Portrayal:  
 

While the productions of visual anthropologist and documentary photographers support  
critical understandings of culture, historical images that originate from within communities have  
the ability to challenge cultural misconceptions, stereotypes, and overplayed narratives. The 
work of Native scholar and writer Devon Mihesuah speaks to issues of representation, 
specifically who should present stories and traditional perspectives from within cultural groups 
to outsiders. In the context of North America's Indigenous communities, do we give first 
preference to the outsiders and non-Natives, or those with strong cultural connections and 
personal interest in the topic being discussed? (Mihesuah 2005 4) One research example comes 
to mind within visual anthropology that addressed similar concerns: Sol Worth and John Adair's 
pioneering Through Navajo Eyes, first published in 1972. Rather than taking the photographs, 
they asked Navajo communities to capture representations of their own culture, erasing the 
distinction between the “outsider researchers and their subjects by creating a bridge between the 
two (Strosser 1997 119). Rather than defining what they wanted to see, they gave instructions 
only on the mechanics and operational functions of the camera (Strosser 1997 101). While Worth 
and Adair's pioneering research model has been replicated many times, it remains in the minority 
of visual anthropology. Typically associated with environmental immersion and other well-
intentioned approaches to academic observation, the discipline does not promote the self-
representation of non-Western communities by the design of its methodologies.  
 

Alternatively, the combination of my family’s album and the Webb family album for 
this paper argue in favor of one solution, that historical collections of photographs should be 
more often integrated into the cultural research of anthropologists. Both examples show that 
camera technologies were being used organically around the turn of the century, without any 
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influence from academic researchers in the decision-making process. Similar private family 
photo albums could take the self-representation of non-Western communities one step further 
than Through Navajo Eyes, in which the authors acknowledged that photography was not a 
medium of representation for their subjects prior to the study (Strosser 1997 120). Regardless of 
origin, photographs continue to play critical roles in cultural understandings of Native 
communities and tradition, but useful images should not be limited to those produced or 
influenced by academic photographers. In the foreword he provided to the Colliers' Visual 
Anthropology, anthropologist Edward Hall writes, they have given us ways of penetrating the 
cultural cliché—the projection of our own western patterns for organizing the visual world onto 
non-Western peoples ... they have put in our hands tools which enable the Western viewer to see 
a little more of the worlds others inhabit” (Collier 1987 xv). To fully understand the ability of 
Indigenous self-representation to challenge historical cultural narratives promoted throughout 
western art, politics, and academia, an argument for the inclusion of private photography in 
cultural research must include an acknowledgement of those clichés. As Edward Hall 
conveniently described, the Colliers' methodological offering to visual anthropology 
concentrated on the photography of non-Western peoples for the Western viewer, and the 
nondescript use of 'others' implied an inherent separation between the two. This characterization 
reminds us of dominant theories in the history of anthropology-namely social evolutionism--and 
the way they impacted an already complicated relationship between Native American groups and 
the United States government.  
 

While there are no universal standards for cultural experience in Indigenous 
communities, the ethnographers, politicians, and photographers of the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries were not so sure. Many professional photographers intentionally documented what the 
western world viewed somewhat romantically as the 'vanishing Indian. Perhaps the most 
acclaimed and famous individual associated with the movement was Edward Curtis, who wrote 
the following account in 1905:  
 
 “Alone with my campfire, I gaze about on the completely circling hilltop, crested with  
 countless campfires, around which are gathered the people of a dying race ... the life of  
 these children of nature is like dying day drawing to an end; only off in the West is the  
 glorious light of the setting sun, telling us, perhaps of light after darkness."  
 (McLuhan 1972 VIII)  
 

Curtis spent thirty years of his life and professional career traveling throughout the 
United States with the goal of photographing members of every Indigenous tribe, and the 
thousands of images he produced remain incredibly valuable to both cultural research and 
historical records. However, this does not mean that his efforts are not without critique; the 
western symbolism and emphasis on a ‘dying race' represents the attitude common among early 
professional photographers and guides much of their work. Native scholar and visual researcher 
Hellueh Tsinhnajinnie wrote that “Because of a preoccupation with survival, Native people 
became the subject rather than the observer. The subject of judgmental images as viewed by the 
foreigner – images worth a thousand words. As long as those words were in English.” 
(Tsinhnajinnie 1998 45) Their need for survival, in defiance of incredible social change, was of 
course the byproduct of exploitive practices and policies from the United States Government. At 
the turn of the century, cultural anthropologist produced libraries full of ethnographies 
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documenting and 'salvaging' Indigenous cultures before they were wrongly predicted to have 
been lost. With this understanding, if we are to consider anthropology a 'science of words' often 
supported by professional photography, both exist within Tsinhnajinnie's framework. As 
substitute, private-use photography employed within communities documented cultural 
continuance that contradicted the image of the 'vanishing’ Indian. Maybe this distinction could 
be attributed to a focus on family or community? But no definitive conclusions should be made, 
only plausibility's based on comparable situations and visual evidence.  
 
Methods of Photographic Arrangement and Sampling:  
 

Between the two albums included in this paper, more than three hundred photographs,  
letters, postcards, and other historical documents have been scanned and arranged using 
computer-based technology, of which images and visual representations are the overwhelming 
majority. In order to avoid what the Colliers' would have called saturated documentation or an 
overload of a complex details, we must develop strategies to sample photographs and other 
cultural resources. For both the photographer and researcher, this means that “a whole view is 
the product of a breadth of samples that allows us to comprehend the whole through systematic 
analysis of those carefully selected parts” (Colliers' 1967 162). From personal experience, much 
difficulty lies in working with large collections and the responsibility to determine which, if any, 
photographs should be used. Simply put, small collections of related images are intended to 
represent larger cultural circumstance. Admitting to the necessity of sampling, four strategies 
have adapted from the broad scope of visual anthropology: sampling based on similarity of 
visual content, contextual information and identity, geographic location, and comparisons 
through time. Since this paper's concern does not include cross-cultural comparisons, each 
photographic arrangement and example of sampling has been limited to only one of the family 
photo albums.  
 

The first strategy approaches sampling based on similarities in visual content; figure 1  
through figure 4 are photographs that display agricultural and farming practices at the turn of the 
century (Allen, Unpublished). All images are within a range of a few years and include a variety  
of similar activities. In figures 1 and 2, men are shown branding and working cattle; they could  
have been either hired hands or family members. Provided the likeness of rounded borders 
between the two photographs, they were probably captured by the same camera and operator. 
However, there are no written inscriptions providing accurate dates or identifications for the 
individuals, but an assumption can be made that both photographs are from the early 1900s and 
associated with the Jesse Allen farm. 
  

 
Figure 1. Men branding cattle near the Jesse Allen homestead, Creek County, circa early 1900s  
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Figure 2. Working cattle near the Jesse Allen homestead, Creek County, circa early 1900s  
 

The same characterization should be applied to figures 3 and 4. The first photograph 
shows a man, child, and three dogs standing in what appears to be a livestock pen. In addition to 
their style of clothing, two pole-mounted bird houses and a stretch of hog-wired fence can be 
seen in the background. The second photograph shows two farm wagons heavily loaded with 
hay, unidentified men hold the reigns of each wagon, and one younger boy is seated facing the  
photographer. All are looking in the direction of the camera. For this grouping of photographs, 
the circumstances around each aspect of material culture could easily be explored to a much 
deeper extent in research that sought to better understand agriculture practices.  
 

 
Figure 3. Man, boy, and three dogs in livestock pen, near the Jesse Allen homestead, Creek  
County, circa early 1900s  
 

 
Figure 4. Transporting hay with wagon and mules, near the Jesse Allen homestead,  
Creek County, circa early 1900s  
 

The second approach to photographic sampling relies on contextual information and  
sequentially organized images, including the ability to identify individuals appearing in  
photographs. This creates increased opportunity for qualitative research methods, similar to 
those recommended by Strosser. Looking for aspects of material culture, it should be possible to 
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count, measure, or compare what the researcher can observe in a photograph. Under the Colliers' 
brand of visual anthropology, reliable photography should be “observed and recorded in the form 
of the responsible, selective composite. Only in clinically controlled situations, not in the outer 
world, is it possible to approach total documentation” (Colliers’ 1967 163). Admittedly, the idea 
of a ‘clinically controlled situation does not immediately lend itself to concerns of self-
representation within non-Western communities. However, serious value should be placed in 
what the individual chooses to record, especially when photography occurs in the absence of 
outside influence. If applying the Collier's consideration of visual anthropology to the contextual 
information and frequent sequential organization of family photo albums, similar methodologies 
might be used. The final product should consist of images that can be analyzed using qualitative 
methods.  
 

 
Figure 5. Allen Webb, posing in ornate chair for portrait. Date Unknown  
 

 
Figure 6. Allen and Elda Webb, holding their children Bertha and Leroy. Wearing mix of traditional 
Osage and western style clothing Approximately 1907-1908.  
 

 
Figure 7. Elda Webb's mother, holding grandchildren Bertha and Leroy. Wearing mix of traditional Osage 
and western style clothing. Approximately 1907-1908.  
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For this sampling approach, consider the photographs labeled as figures 5 through 7. All  

are from the Webb family collection and although they belong to a private album--can be  
characterized as semi-professional portrait photography (Webb, Unpublished). Based on the 
inscriptions, the origin of this album can accurately be attributed to Ruby, and most of the  
individuals pictured can by identified by name. The greatest evidence for a singular origin 
comes from phrases like My Sister, Momma, or My Own Dad written on the back of 
photographs; these inscriptions also establish necessary contextual information. The visible 
mixture of traditional and western clothing styles also gives the sampling credibility for 
qualitative research. For example, figure 5 shows Alan Webb-Ruby's father-wearing heavily 
beaded moccasins, leggings, a broadcloth shawls, and other traditional styles. At some point, the 
photograph had also been intentionally colorized with blue, red, white, and yellow pigments, 
which are commonly associated with traditional Osage art and culture (Bailey 2004 12). Figure 6 
includes Edna Webb, with her children Leroy and Bertha-Ruby's mother and siblings. Figure 7 
shows Edna's own mother, who we cannot identify by name from the available information. The 
physical appearance of Bertha and Leroy, combined with their known birth years, suggest that 
these photographs were taken in either 1906 or 1907. From what we can observe, a greater 
mixture of traditional and western clothing styles are present than in the example (Fig. 5) that 
only includes Alan. For whatever reason on the day these were taken, clothing styles were 
unequally distributed between males and females in the Webb family. Furthermore, the last two 
figurers (6 and 7) are believed to have been taken on the same day by one photographer, 
determined from similarities in the children's clothing. These conclusions are only some of the 
possibilities that result from qualitative research, and similar approaches would be possible given 
family photo albums that could be sampled based on contextual information and sequentially 
organized images.  
 

The third sampling strategy depends on photographs that can be linked to geographical  
locations, as with as figures 8 through 10 (Webb, Unpublished). Also from the Webb album,  
inscriptions provide details of a family vacation near Colorado Springs, most likely to the 
Garden of the Gods or the Mt. Manitou Park Scenic Incline. Although the images are grouped 
based on location, we can focus on other aspects of material culture and their relation to the 
setting. Pictured again are Ruby and her mother Edna, along with an unidentified girl and 
toddler. Unlike previous examples, this group of photographs documents cultural experience 
occurring later in the early 20th century, likely during the 1920s, when many of the Osage had 
gained significant personal wealth as the result of oil headrights. By the late 1910s and early 
1920s, an Osage family “consisting of two parents and three minor children who had all been 
born before July 1, 1907, had a total of $15,000 in trust funds, five head-right incomes, and more 
than 3,200 acers of land" (Bailey 2004 141). Accounting for modern inflation, this made the 
Osage among the richest people in the world per capita, and with their increased economic 
freedom came more time for leisure and the increased ability to purchase expensive western 
products.  
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Figure 8. Unidentified girl and unidentified toddler, near Colorado Springs.  
 

 
Figure 9. Ruby Webb, unidentified girl, and unidentified toddler, near Colorado Springs.  
 

 
Figure 10. Elda Webb holding unidentified toddler, near Colorado Springs.  
 

All of this had occurred as the Webb sisters were reaching adulthood, which meant 
personal decisions about style and clothing. For example, the generational differences visible 
between Ruby (Fig. 9) and Edna (Fig. 10) are striking. In Osage communities, the younger 
generation “drove automobiles, while older members of the family could be seen traveling in 
chauffeur-driven limousines or touring cars. While older Osages still usually dressed in Osage 
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cloths, the younger men and women were choosing to wear their Osage cloths only for special 
community events, me preferring the more stylish cloths they bought in Tulsa or Kansas" (Bailey 
2004 137). This academic conclusion remains upheld by visual evidence present throughout the 
figures; both of the younger girls are fashionable in the flapper style of the 1920s, while their 
mother Edna wears a more conservative style and traditional wool skirt. This sampling of 
photographs based on geographic location reveals some of the cultural experiences associated 
with social change in Osage communities at the time, and as aspect of non-Western experience 
seemingly absent from early ethnographies, it's interesting to see a visualization of family 
vacations and generational differences.  
 

The final approach to sampling photography can be applied to any location, individual,  
cultural activity, or subject--so long as the photographs record different moments in time.  
Comparisons of historical images can be a powerful measure of change, as we take photographs  
from the past and put them together with more recent examples, including the present. As with 
the previous example from the Webb album, photographs of family members in varying 
demographics and years might accurately capture generational differences. Images that 
document change in one family's residential patterns throughout history might reveal increases in 
economic resources, housing requirements based on family structure, or even the evolution of 
popular architectural styles. Photographs of agricultural practices from both the early 1900s and 
1950s might record the transition from plows pulled by horse to plows pulled by tractors.  
 

For this sampling strategy, consider figures 11 and 12, which document traditional Yuchi  
stomp dances at the Polecat Creek ceremonial grounds during the early 1900s (Allen,  
Unpublished). How might they compare to figures 13 and 14, which document similar culture  
experiences at the same location during the late 1970s, likely more than fifty years later? From  
first glance, the presence of vehicles in the later photographs are one of the most notable  
differences. As manufacturers and models of those vehicles are identified, we can establish a no  
earlier-than date for the figures 13 and 14 based on their known production years. With no  
inscriptions for year, the earlier examples are difficult to accurately identify; only plausible date  
ranges based on the characteristics, overall condition, and the context of photographs are 
possible.  
 

 
Figure 11. Stomp dance at Polecat Ceremonial grounds, early 1900s. Inscribed “Euchee's, the ribbon 
dance by the women.”  
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Figure 12. Stomp dance at Polecat Ceremonial grounds, early 1900s. Inscribed “Euchee Indian men & 
boys dancing."  
 

With regards to the observable clothing, the early photographs retain their open-ended 
range of dates, while the later photographs can again be connected to specific years and styles. 
Like other southeastern tribes, the Yuchi retained styles characteristic of everyday American 
clothing from the previous century for ceremonial wear; clothing from figures 11 and 12 would 
have been "derived from clothing styles common to frontier life in Eastern American during the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries” (Jackson 1998 33). Figures 13 and 14 include several 
men who wear denim-jeans with large flared hems, often called bell-bottoms, popular throughout 
the late  

 
Figure 13. Stomp dance at Polecat Ceremonial grounds, early 1970s. Men getting ready for a dance.  
 

 
Figure 14. Stomp dance at Polecat Ceremonial grounds, early 1970s. Men dancing.  
 
 1960s and early 1970s. While comparison between the two time periods show increased  
combinations of western and traditional clothing, many ceremonial styles remain. Why would  
commercial goods supplement but not completely replace traditional clothing styles? One 
possible conclusion that results from sampling strategies based on time as a measure of change: 
cultural circumstance and the relationships between people and material objects are too 
complicated the limited applications of observation and visual analysis alone.  
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Other than the obvious advances in style, technology, and transportation, what might the  
presence of vehicles say about social developments in Yuchi communities. What might the lack  
of vehicles in early photographs say about social structure, residential practices, and individual  
experiences related to attending and traveling to ceremonial grounds? Due to the limitations of  
visual anthropology that become obvious when attempting to answer similar questions, this  
introduction to the methods of photographic arrangement and sampling ends with an argument.  
Without supplemental theories and methodologies, anthropology lacks sufficient procedures to 
examine private historical photographs originating from within communities. To fully integrate  
such collections into cultural research, the discipline must consider appropriate solutions.  
 
So Why Visual Archeology(?) and Other Conclusions:  
 

Returning once more to the Colliers' and foundations of visual anthropology, collections  
of historical photographs that maintain their original context should be thought of as the 'breadth  
of sample that can produce a glimpse at cultural circumstance. They become even more  
personable representations of culture when applying contemporary archeological theories to  
connected research, analysis, and conclusions. While an image visualizes our experience and  
documents aspects of material culture, they are themselves objects produced by other objects  
resulting from human intervention. Of this relationship, anthropologist Ian Hodder writes, 
“many would accept that as humans we have evolved with certain physical and cognitive 
capacities because of our dependence on things .... Much thought may be impossible without 
something to think of” (Hodder 2011 155). If true, what an individual chose to record with the 
camera, how they framed an image, and what they might have wrote on the physical photograph 
certainly have deep cultural implications. An archeological mindset applied to cultural research 
and objects—how they were made, used, repaired, discarded, or what they mean-might reveal 
the 'traces of culture (Hodder 2011 158). This may seem unfitting yet working with historical 
photographs often involves uncovering something hidden. Metaphorically 'digging up an idea, 
lost history, or a shoebox full of photographs tucked away in a closet. Other scenarios certainly 
exist, but the assumed regularity of family photo albums and their prevalence as historical 
records warrant argument for the integration of private photography into cultural research.  
 

While our 'dependence of things' acknowledges the role of objects on cognitive thought,  
an implication of human superiority remains ever present. This is an anthropocentric view in 
which objects have been “designed to be secondary ... forming the backdrop to our lives, of 
which we are of course the stars, the decision-makers, the agents” (Knappett 2008 ix). Objects 
have cultural significance because of their relationship with humans; photographs support 
memory by giving us something to think of. This is what Carl Knappett calls 'agency by 
association or a "kind of secondary agency, in which primary human agency is delegated or 
transposed onto materials, the primary agency or authorship may be obscured; and this property 
may come to be deliberately exploited” (Knappett 2008 140). While the meaning of agency 
continues to be discussed, exactly what do individuals gain from potentially exploitative 
relationships with photography?  
 

Visual anthropologist Richard Chalfen, well known for (1987) Snapshot Versions of 
Life, adds to our understanding of the relationship between people and things in his qualitative 
approach to family photographs. Distinguished from other methods of visual analysis by 
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focusing on the “communication process of snapshot photography, meaning the sequence of 
events that includes making (encoding), interpreting (decoding), and many uses of photographs 
(Chalfen 1997 215). Chalfen's definition of snapshot applies to amateur and vernacular 
photography, collections of personal family photographs, and other types of non-professional 
visual documentation. His approach to photographic analysis first describes the processes and 
content of images, organized into list of either 'communication events' or 'components that 
describe the operation of each event, and produces the chart pictured below in Figure 15 
(Chalfen 1997 216). Aside from accepting how this approach might reveal patterns of activity, 
we will not define or explore each of the communication events and components.  

 
Figure 15. Twenty-five cell chart for Richard Chalfen's descriptive approach to the 
'communication process of snapshot photography.  
 

Descriptive visual analysis acknowledges both the photograph and camera as objects 
with larger connections to our material world, substantiating comparisons of private photography 
that traverse social class, communities, and cultural groups. Chalfen writes that “each of these 
twenty five cells represents a relationship between a specific event and a specific component and 
can be used to generate certain kinds of questions that are useful in both describing and 
comparing specific examples of image communication” (Chalfen 1997 217). Considering the 
focus of this paper and the integration of historical photographs into cultural research, the 
relationship between event and component occurs on several levels in an image's past, present, 
and future.  
 

As a physical object and product of human intervention, the most obvious relationship  
exists between the photographer and participants, photographer and setting, or photographer and 
topic. Yet, for photographs from the early twentieth century to have survived until now, the  
relationship between the individual organizing the photograph and intention becomes equally  
important. Furthermore, if an album has left the context of family, the researcher or current 
custodian now working with and handling the photograph enters the communication process by  
editing, preserving, or exhibiting images. You might be asking how all of this relates to  
archeology? Hodder writes that “the bricks and other human-made artefacts (have) entrapped  
people in long-term relationships of material investment, care, and maintenance - people 
become entangled and domesticated by things.” (Hodder 2011 161) From working with 
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photographs and other types of historical objects, things change through time. They deteriorate, 
fade in color, get lost, and are rediscovered. Innovations in technology-especially true for 
photography and the camera---affect the relationship between people and things.  
 

The 'digital' or 'information' age has produced cameras no longer dependent on film, dark  
rooms, or even physical photographs. While each seems separate and bounded, Hodder argues 
that "all things depend on other things along chains of interdependence” that we could easily 
adapt and identify from Chalfen's descriptive approach to photography (Hodder 2011 157). 
Greater focus on photographs as material objects that interact with, record, and influence culture 
might help distance research in the social sciences from anthropocentric views and conclusions; 
this approach could fall under aspects of Actor Network Theory (ANT) that are used in modern 
archeological analysis. Knappett writes that ANT "was devised as an approach to social 
phenomena that decentered the human subject, seeking to overcome the assumed ontological 
primacy of humans by adopting an analytical impartiality” (Knappett 2008 141). As Sarah Pink 
recognized, much criticism comes from the objectification of human participants in ethnographic 
research, but what changes if the subject of cultural research is an object? In our case, historical 
photographs. This is not to say that the ethical responsibility of a researcher is nonexistent, for 
photographs depict individuals, communities, and aspects of cultural experience. The essence of 
ANT is the argument that material culture may not simply reflect but also actively construct or 
challenge social reality, on the necessary condition, however, of human agency and 
intentionality.” (Knappett 2008 x). Pseudo-archeological approaches to visual research--meaning 
the application of materiality and actor network theories to historical analysis-complements our 
understanding of the combinations, interactions, relationships, and meanings of culture for both 
people and the things we produce. This indicates a methodology that should be called visual 
archeology.  
 

Being careful not to discredit the work of any particular researcher, we should consider 
the accuracy and interpretation of anthropological photography, film, and other mediums on a 
case by case basis. Photographs should be seen as shared problems to be resolved cumulatively 
rather than treated as battlegrounds of twenty-first century methodological theory” (Strosser 
1997 1). As a matter of precaution, this paper has not been designed to discredit visual 
anthropology, its intended applications, or other disciplines that utilize professional photography 
in some form or another. Visual archeology and the integration of private photography into 
cultural research could succumb to the same limitations as visual anthropology if this approach 
refused to acknowledge other possibilities and solutions. Rather than internal fighting between 
disciplines and existing methodologies, we should “recognize different starting points, and seek 
out ways of building links between different approaches to image-based research” (Strosser 1997 
2). My hope is that this paper directly supports the inclusion of private photography as an 
innovative tool for cultural research, much in the same way that photography, film, and other 
mediums of observation were revolutionary for visual anthropologists not all that long ago.  
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